F. W. VANDERSLOOT wrote one of the world's most popular songs in
"I WONDER HOW THE OLD FOLKS ARE AT HOME"

His New Song—

"GARDEN OF FLOWERS"

Should find just as big favor with all who love GOOD SONGS

Here's part of the Chorus of his latest effort.

Lyric by
J. R. SHANNON

Garden Of Flowers
Song

Music by
F. W. VANDERSLOOT

To My Paired

REFRAIN

Rose dreams at twilight sparkling with

Flowers of memory

Emerging ever new; fond recollection growing with the hours
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Harbor Of Dreams
Song
Founded on the melody of the famous
HARBOR OF DREAMS REVERIE

By J. R. SHANNON

Slowly

When the day is dying and all the world is still,
Angel eyes are watching thru stars way up above,
Night-ingale is creeping from each rock and rill
Golden bars from sunset land

Copyright, Canada, MCMXVI by Vandersloot Music Pub. Co.
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tint the hills a-glow, Soft breezes whisper of days long ago;
land and o'er the sea, Weaving a haze of fond memories for me.

Voices from shadow-land call me, it seems, I wander along;
Drifting where my dream river flows, My eyelids close in sweet repose,

'mid sylvan streams, Gliding on memory's ship;
in sweet repose, Guiding me onward, my

thru twilight-land, In to the Harbor of Dreams.
beacon light gleams, In to the Harbor of Dreams.

Harbor of Dreams 3
REFRAIN

Back thru the years of smiles and tears,

I sail away at close of day, And I journey a-

far to the land of moon-beams And anchor at

A GREAT NEW SONG

“When the Roses Nod Their Sleepy Heads”

By the writer of “If I Only Had A Home Sweet Home”
One of the world’s biggest hits.

Try part of the Chorus below

When the Roses nod their Sleepy Heads
And the Sunbeams Kiss the Sea

Words by J. JOHN

Music by J. R. SHANNON
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